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ABSTRACT

We study the Lagrangian statistics of passively advected particles in an elementary velocity model for turbulent shear. The stochastic velocity
model is exactly solvable and includes features that highlight the important differences between Lagrangian and Eulerian velocity statistics,
which are not equal in the present context. A major element of the velocity model is the presence of a random, spatially uniform background
mean, which is superimposed on a turbulent shear with a spectrum that typically follows a power law. We directly solve for the Eulerian and
Lagrangian statistics and show how the sweeping motion of the background mean affects the Lagrangian velocity statistics with faster decaying
correlations that oscillate more rapidly compared to the Eulerian velocity. This arises due to interaction of the cross-sweeps of the mean flow
with the shear component, which determines Lagrangian tracer transport rates. We derive explicit expressions for the tracer dispersion that
demonstrate how the dispersion rate depends on model parameters. We validate the predictions with numerical experiments in various test
regimes that also highlight the behavior of Lagrangian particles in space. The proposed exactly solvable model serves as a test problem for
Eulerian spectral recovery via Lagrangian data assimilation and parameter estimation methods.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5121705., s

I. INTRODUCTION
We study the statistics of passive tracers advected by turbulent
stochastic velocity fields. Lagrangian tracers or drifters are massless particles that passively move throughout a flow field. Examples include physical tracers, such as temperature, and chemical
tracers, including solute concentration, and idealized measurement
devices such as sensors used to measure various physical quantities. Indeed, Lagrangian drifters serve as an important source
for atmospheric and oceanographic measurements.1,2 Models based
on the Lagrangian perspective are commonly used to study pollution transport and air quality,3 turbulent combustion,4,5 turbulent entrainment processes,6 particle aggregation, and turbulence,7,8
in part due to the conceptual simplicity of the viewpoint and its
connection with the physics of mixing and dispersion.9 A key
problem for any Lagrangian model is to understand the effects
of the flow field on the statistical (ensemble) properties of the
particles.
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We propose here an elementary turbulent velocity model, consisting of a random shear and a random spatially uniform mean. The
velocity model is exactly solvable and is used to highlight the differences between Eulerian and Lagrangian velocity statistics, which are
not equivalent in the current context. We derive explicit equations
for the Eulerian and Lagrangian velocity correlation functions and
the mean-square tracer displacement in the short and long time limits. We demonstrate how various features of the model interact to
determine particle behavior. In particular, we discuss the important
interplay between the mean and the shear component of the velocity
model in determining tracer transport and mixing properties. We
explicitly show how the sweeping motion of the background mean
affects the Lagrangian velocity statistics with faster decaying correlations that oscillate more rapidly compared to the Eulerian velocity.
This fact has important implications for the spectral recovery problem since the Fourier transform of the velocity correlation gives the
kinetic energy spectrum.10 There is a rich range of model regimes
that determine particle behavior and mixing rates, which we explain
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and demonstrate by appealing to both numerical simulations and
theory.
The Lagrangian characterization of diffusion processes and
their statistics has been studied in various contexts over the years.
The seminal paper by Taylor11 studied diffusion due to the continuous motion of particles. The characterization and modeling of both
single-particle and multiparticle (pairs or groups) dispersion statistics, including data from observations, was later expanded upon and
summarized in important works by Batchelor,12,13 Richardson,14
and others in Refs. 15–19. As mentioned, it is conceptually more
natural to view turbulent mixing in the Lagrangian frame, and more
recent works on turbulent mixing include Refs. 20–24, which investigate and characterize particle dispersion in turbulent flows and
develop simplified Lagrangian models in turbulent flows via various
approaches. This statistical characterization of Lagrangian motions
is indeed crucial since Lagrangian instruments are a dominant data
collection method in studying the environment, especially the atmosphere and ocean, since they can cover large distances and explore
large spatial regions compared to more costly fixed Eulerian measurement devices.1 In recent studies, Lagrangian observational data
from surface drifters and floats in the ocean have been used to study
various properties of the ocean including, e.g., the kinetic energy
spectrum and pair dispersion statistics in the Gulf of Mexico25,26
and to construct eddy diffusivity approximations of the global
map.27
Complementary to the Lagrangian viewpoint, the Eulerian
characterization and study of turbulent diffusion and mixing has
its own significance.28–30 The report30 studied simple mathematical
models for turbulent diffusion of passive scalar fields, which connect
and explain anomalous diffusion in random velocity field models.
The Eulerian perspective for passive scalar statistics in random shear
flows with mean sweeps was also carried out in a different context
in Refs. 31 and 32. Despite the simplicity of such simplified passive scalar turbulence models, they capture and preserve key features
in various inertial range statistics for turbulent diffusion, including intermittency and extreme events,31,33 and serve as important
paradigm models.
Our approach studies the Lagrangian statistics of a random turbulent shear model with a random background mean. The combined
velocity and tracer model has a special conditionally Gaussian structure34,35 (conditional on observed tracer trajectories, the combined
model is Gaussian). Despite the Gaussian velocity field structure, the
tracer dynamics remain nonlinear with non-Gaussian statistics since
the Lagrangian observations are coupled nonlinearly to the velocity
field. The exactly solvable nature of the proposed model makes it
suitable as a benchmark problem for Lagrangian data assimilation
and parameter estimation methods,36–39 including spectral recovery of the turbulent Eulerian velocity field and other uncertainty
quantification problems. Filtering such conditionally Gaussian models for Lagrangian data assimilation has been explored in Refs. 40
and 41; in particular, Ref. 41 developed mathematical guidelines
and information theoretical limits on recovery, and in Ref. 40, the
spectral recovery performance and filter approximations are studied. The intuition and analysis we conduct here on the simplified
shear model, in particular, the effects of the interaction between
the shear structure and the background mean in the velocity field,
provides guidelines for further work on the estimation and spectral recovery problem. This can help in interpreting when spectral
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recovery is an attainable goal and when recovery performance is
expected to be poor. More specifically, shorter correlations in the
Lagrangian frame relative to the Eulerian field are expected to lead
to worse recovery of the kinetic energy spectrum, due to the information loss induced due to turbulence mixing. The relation between
the two correlation functions in the different reference frames is
explained and related to the parameters of the simplified fluid shear
model.
A. Outline
In Sec. II, we provide an overview of Lagrangian and Eulerian
statistics. The general velocity model is described in Sec. III and
the aligned shear test model in Sec. IV. The Eulerian statistics for
the aligned shear model are discussed in Sec. V. The Lagrangian
statistics, including the mean Lagrangian velocity and Lagrangian
velocity fluctuations, are then derived in Sec. VI; the final result for
the Lagrangian correlation function is given in Sec. VI D. We discuss the differences between the Eulerian and Lagrangian velocity
correlation functions in Sec. VI D. In Sec. VIII, we derive results
for the mixing rate in various regimes and discuss mixing properties
in terms of model parameters. Numerical simulations and regime
studies are presented in Sec. IX. Concluding remarks are made in
Sec. X. Nomenclature used throughout the work is provided in
Appendix A.
II. OVERVIEW ON TURBULENT DIFFUSION
AND LAGRANGIAN AND EULERIAN QUANTITIES
The transport of a passive scalar T(x, t) is governed by the
advection-diffusion equation
∂T(x, t)
+ v(x, t) ⋅ ∇T(x, t) = κΔT(x, t) + f (x, t),
∂t
∇ ⋅ v(x, t) = 0,

(1)

where κ > 0 is the molecular diffusivity constant, v(x, t) is an incompressible velocity field satisfying ∇ ⋅ v = 0, and f (x, t) is a source
term. In this article, we focus on the statistical aspects of Lagrangian
particles advected by idealized velocity fields. In general, v is the
solution of the Navier-Stokes equation. However, it is difficult to
make progress on exact solutions and in understanding how various
flow features interact to determine tracer transport, following the
direct numerical simulation approach. We instead consider idealized random fluid flows, which retain important qualitative features
of true flows, where the random realizations of the idealized velocity
field are designed to mimic the complex spatiotemporal patterns of
real turbulent flows.
We discuss some elementary facts regarding Eulerian and
Lagrangian velocity fields and the motion of tracer particles. For
simplicity, in this section, we consider tracer particles under pure
advection (κ = 0), but later include molecular diffusivity with κ > 0.
The Eulerian velocity field is described in terms of a fixed system of
space-time coordinates v(x, t), which denotes the velocity of a fluid
at position x and time t. In the Lagrangian description, we mark or
label particles at time zero by their initial spatial coordinate α. The
position at later times of a tracer particle, initially marked α at t = 0,
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is given by its trajectory X(α, t) function, which satisfies
dX(α, t)
= v(X(α, t), t),
dt

X(α, 0) = α.

(2)

The Lagrangian velocity is defined by the velocity of the particle
labeled by α at time t and is related to the Eulerian velocity field as
follows:
v L (α, t) ≡ v(X(α, t), t).
(3)
In principle, if the Lagrangian velocity field is known, we can directly
obtain the particle trajectories by
X(α, t) = α + ∫

0

t

v L (α, s) ds.

(4)

However, this is usually not possible since determining the
Lagrangian velocity from the Eulerian velocity itself requires knowledge of tracer particle trajectories. It is easy to see why the Eulerian
and Lagrangian velocity will not, in general, be equivalent for a variety of flows. The presence of a spatially dependent mean flow, for
example, would immediately lead to differences between the two
quantities.
A. Overview on Eulerian and Lagrangian
velocity statistics
In general, we consider velocity models with a mean, so we
separate the randomly fluctuating component of the Eulerian and
Lagrangian velocities from their statistical (ensemble) mean, v
̃ , where v = ⟨v⟩, and similarly for the Lagrangian velocity
= v+v
̃ L , where v L = ⟨v L ⟩.
vL = vL + v
We define some important statistical quantities of interest. The
Eulerian velocity correlation function is defined by
Rv (x1 , x2 , t1 , t2 ) = ⟨̃
v (x1 , t1 )̃
v (x2 , t2 )∗ ⟩,

(5)

which is an outer product of the velocity fluctuations. The
Lagrangian velocity correlation function of particle drifter pairs is
given by
RLv2 (x1 , x2 , t1 , t2 ) = ⟨̃
v L (x1 , t1 )̃
v L (x2 , t2 )∗ ⟩
= ⟨̃
v (X(x1 , t1 ), t1 )̃
v (X(x2 , t2 ), t2 )∗ ⟩,

(6)

and the Lagrangian autocorrelation function of a single drifter is
given by
RLv (α, t1 , t2 ) = RLv2 (α, α, t1 , t2 ) = ⟨̃
v L (α, t1 )̃
v L (α, t2 )∗ ⟩.

(7)

Knowledge of the Lagrangian velocity correlation function RLv2 fully
describes the statistical correlations between positions of particle
pairs moving throughout the flow. The Lagrangian autocorrelation
function RLv fully describes the second order moment of a single particle in time. In general, Eulerian and Lagrangian statistics are not
equivalent since v and v L are not equal for most nontrivial flow
fields.
When the statistics of the velocity field are homogeneous and
stationary, the correlations depend only on the separation of spatial positions and time. This means that the correlation function is
invariant under spatial and temporal translations,
Rv (x1 , x1 + x, t1 , t1 + t) = Rv (x, t).
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Similarly, the autocorrelation functions would then only depend
on relative time. For random fields that are homogeneous and stationary, the mean must be constant, and thus, at a minimum, the
structure of the velocity field is contained in the correlation function.
The mean tracer displacement and the tracer’s fluctuations
about the mean are given by, respectively,
t

X(α, t) = ⟨X⟩ = α + ∫

0

̃ t) = X − ⟨X⟩ = ∫
X(α,

t

0

v L (α, s) ds,
̃ L (α, s) ds.
v

(9)

The tracer’s mean-square displacement (i.e., the variance or tracer
dispersion) can then be shown to be given by
t

̃ t)X(α,
̃ t)∗ ⟩ = ∫ ∫
σX2 (t) = ⟨X(α,
0

0

t

RL (α, s, s′ ) ds ds′

t

= 2 ∫ (t − τ)RL (τ) dτ,

(10)

0

where the last equality holds if the velocity field is homogeneous and
stationary, which can be shown using a change of variables. We can,
in principle, characterize both short-term and long-term dispersion
behaviors from Eq. (10). Standard derivations show that at shorttimes the dispersion grows at a ballistic rate, σX2 (t) ∼ t 2 and at long
times the growth is diffusive, i.e., ordinary diffusion σX2 (t) ∼ t, if the
L
integral ∫∞
0 R is finite and nonzero.
III. A GENERAL RANDOM TURBULENT VELOCITY
MODEL WITH A RANDOM SPATIAL MEAN
We consider a two-dimensional, incompressible random velocity model on a periodic domain given by
v(x, t) = w(t) + u(x, t) = w(t) + ∑ ak (t)
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

ik⊥ ik⋅x
e ,
k

a∗−k = ak ,
(11)

on a total grid of N = (2Λ + 1)2 points, consisting of a spatially uniform mean w and fluctuations u. The model in Eq. (11) represents
the common situation where a fluid is moving under some mean
flow effects due to external forces or geometric influences plus local
effects due to turbulent fluctuations. The wavevector is denoted by k
and k represents a counterclockwise rotation by 90○ and the factor
ik /k enforces the incompressibility constraint.
The dynamics of the background mean w and the Fourier
coefficients ak , representing fluctuations relative to the background
mean, are given by, respectively,
dw(t) = ((−Γ0 + Ω0 )w(t) + f 0 ) dt + Σ0 dW0 (t),

(12)

dak (t) = ((−dk + iωk )ak (t) + fk ) dt + σk dWk (t),

(13)

where Ω0 is a skew-symmetric constant matrix representing rotation
effects, Γ0 is a symmetric positive-definite constant matrix representing dissipation, and Σ0 is a constant positive definite diagonal
diffusion matrix. Each Fourier mode is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with constant damping dk , dispersion ωk , and diffusion σ k . The
forcing terms f 0 and f k are assumed constant. The noise W k is a
circularly symmetric complex standard Wiener process and W 0 is a
real valued standard Wiener process.
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The background mean w is a spatially uniform sweeping flow,
which is a superposition of a constant mean sweep and a randomly
fluctuating sweep, modeling large-scale motions across structures
represented by u that models coherent shears and jets. The complex
valued Fourier coefficients, ak , represent time varying random velocity gradients. The proposed velocity model is exactly solvable with
explicit statistics. The time varying coefficients for the mean and
fluctuations both satisfy constant coefficient stochastic differential
equations (12) and (13), respectively, which can be solved through
an integrating factor. The solution of the background mean is provided in Appendix B 1 and the Fourier coefficients in Appendix B 2.
We remark that more general forcing of the form f = Aeiω0 (k)t could
also be considered in the model, but this considerably complicates
the resulting analysis so we refrain from the generalization.
The tracer particle paths are governed by the advectiondiffusion equation in Eq. (1). Exact solutions satisfy the following
(random) characteristics of this partial differential equation, which
shows that the tracer particles are advected by the fluid velocity plus
forcing due to molecular diffusion:
dX(t) = v(X(t), t) dt + ΣX dWX (t)

(14)

⊥

⎛
ik ik⋅X(t) ⎞
e
= w(t) + ∑ ak (t)
dt + ΣX dWX (t),
k
⎠
⎝
k∈IN

(15)

where W X is a real valued standard Wiener process and ΣX is a
diagonal noise matrix with (σ x , σ y ) diagonal entries (we assume, in
general, that σ x ≠ σ y , corresponding to anisotropic diffusivity). The
√
noise can be interpreted either as molecular diffusivity (σi = 2κi )
or as an instrumental “observational” error in the context of data
assimilation for drifters under pure advection (this involves recovery the flow field by “filtering” away the noise represented by this
term).
IV. THE RANDOM TURBULENT SHEAR TEST MODEL
FOR LAGRANGIAN PARTICLES
An important class of flows are those that are shear dominated,
which are commonly encountered in various applications. We consider random shear flows under random cross-sweep processes [represented by the background mean term w(t)] for the velocity model
given in Eq. (12). The shear model we study is general and considers both deterministic and random cross-sweep processes that are
superimposed on the random shear component.
The general form of a shear flow aligned along the horizontal
axes is given by
v(x, t) = w(t) + u(y, t)ex ,
(16)
where ex is a Cartesian unit vector along the x-axis. The structure
of this velocity model involves a shear along the horizontal direction, with large scale sweeping motions from w. The random crosssweep process (acting perpendicular to the shearing direction) is
represented by wy (t), where w(t) = (wx (t), wy (t)).
Considering the velocity model in Eq. (11), shear flows of the
form in Eq. (16) occur when the Fourier modes are all aligned parallel to the horizontal axes. For such velocity models, the random
shear component thus has the form
u(y, t) = ∑ ak (t)
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

−ik iky
e ,
∣k∣
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since k = key and k = −kex . The Lagrangian trajectories X(t) = (X(t),
Y(t)) driven by such a flow are the solution of
dX(t) = (wx (t) + u(Y(t), t)) dt + σx dWx (t),

(18)

dY(t) = wy (t) dt + σy dWy (t).

(19)

We study the Lagrangian and Eulerian statistics for this exact shear
flow model and explore how the sweeping and shearing components of
the flow interact in determining tracer transport.
We will show that the Lagrangian correlation function due to
the shear leads to additional phase shifts from the cross-sweep process mean and shorter correlations due to both fluctuations of the
cross-sweep process and molecular diffusion of the vertical tracer
path, when compared to the Eulerian correlation function.
A. Overview on the structure of the Lagrangian
statistics for more general shear models
Before deriving explicit results on the specific shear model
in Eq. (17), we first provide an overview on the structure of the
Lagrangian statistics that apply to general shear models. The derivation here will be succinct since detailed derivations are provided later
with reference to the exact shear model in Eq. (17). Our aim here is
to demonstrate the general features that are independent of the exact
nature of the shear flow with minimal assumptions on its structure.
Assume the velocity field is stationary and homogeneous. First,
note that the vertical tracer particle motion is given by
Y(α, t) = αy + ∫

0

t

wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t),

(20)

where α = (αx , αy ), which we denote more simply by Y(αy , t). The
Lagrangian correlation function for the shear term between points
αy1 and αy2 and times t and t ′ is then
RLu 2 (αy , αy + y, t, t ′ ) = ⟨u(Y(αy1 , t), t)u(Y(αy2 , t ′ ), t ′ )⟩
t

= ⟨u(αy1 + ∫

0

(21)

wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t), t)
t′

× u(αy2 + ∫ wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t ′ ), t ′ )⟩.
0

(22)
To evaluate this expression and relate it to the Eulerian correlation
function, we can freeze randomness that appears due to the crosssweep and Wiener process terms, take an average over randomness
due to shear v, and then take another average to account for randomness due to the frozen random terms, by application of the total
law of expectations. This procedure gives
RLu 2 (y, t) = ⟨Ru (y + ∫

t

t+τ

wy (s) ds + σy ∫

t

t+τ

dWy (s), τ)⟩,

(23)

where we have used stationarity and homogeneity of the correlation
function and have defined y = αy2 − αy1 and τ = t ′ − t. This expression shows that the Lagrangian correlation function is an average
of the Eulerian correlation function evaluated over ensembles of the
cross-sweep process and diffusion. We see that flows without a crosssweep and no diffusion, the Eulerian and Lagrangian correlation
functions are equivalent.
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We can also relate the Lagrangian correlation function to the
Eulerian energy spectra E(k, ω)using the Fourier transform relations
of the correlation and energy spectrum,
Ru (y, τ) = ∬ eiky+iωτ E(k, ω) dk dω.

(24)

Note that the expressions appearing in between parentheses in
Eq. (23) can be effectively replaced by Y(y, τ) since it is only the relative time difference τ that is important. Substituting Eq. (23) into
the above relation, we find
RLu 2 (y, τ) = ∬ eiωτ eiky ⟨eik ∫t

wy (s) ds+ikσy ∫t t+τdWy (s)

t+τ

scitation.org/journal/phf

A. General structure of the Lagrangian velocity
Recall the definition of the Lagrangian velocity field in terms of
the Eulerian velocity,
v L (α, t) = v(X(α, t), t) = w(t) + u(Y(α, t), t)ex .

For the special aligned shear flow, only the vertical component of the
Lagrangian tracer trajectory enters the horizontal component of the
velocity field since the vertical component is unaffected by the shear.
The Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities thus coincide in the vertical
direction and we can directly integrate the equations to determine
the vertical particle trajectory, from Eq. (19),

⟩
Y(α, t) = αy + ∫

× E(k, ω) dk dω.

− 21 k2 σy2 τ

RLu 2 (y, t) = ∬ eiωt eik(y+wy τ) e

e−k

2

τ
∫0 (τ−s)Rwy (s) ds

× E(k, ω) dk dω.

(26)

This clearly demonstrates oscillations due to the deterministic mean
of the cross-sweep and shorter correlations due to both fluctuations
from the cross-sweep and particle diffusivity.

t

0

(25)

If the mean wy (t) is also Gaussian, this expression can be further
2
1
simplified using the property ⟨eitY ⟩ = ei⟨Y⟩t− 2 Var(Y)t for a Gaussian variable Y. The following simplified expression is then obtained,
relating the Lagrangian correlation function to the kinetic energy
spectrum of the shear component:

(28)

wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t),

(29)

and substitute the solution into the Eulerian shear velocity. We thus
obtain that the Lagrangian velocity is explicitly
vxL (α, t) = wx (t) + ∑ ak (t)
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

−ik ikY(α,t)
e
,
∣k∣

(30)

vyL (α, t) = wy (t).

(31)

We first study the statistics of the mean vertical path in Sec. VI B
since the shear statistics depends on it. Afterward, we utilize
these results to derive the Lagrangian mean velocity. From the
Lagrangian mean velocity, we can then compute the Lagrangian
velocity fluctuations and thus the Lagrangian velocity correlation
function.
B. Statistics of vertical tracer trajectories
Consider the vertical tracer trajectory. The mean of the vertical
tracer path can be easily computed from

V. EXPLICIT EULERIAN VELOCITY
AND CORRELATION FUNCTION
As mentioned, the exact solution of the general velocity field,
which applies to the aligned shear model in Sec. IV, is provided in
Appendix B. The Eulerian correlation function is the sum of the correlation function of the background mean w(t), derived in Eq. (B9),
and the correlation function for the shear term u(y, t). Using the
exact solution of each Fourier mode in Appendix B 2, it is possible to
show by the same technique used to derive the temporal correlation
function of each Fourier mode that the Eulerian correlation function
for the shear u(y, t) in the equilibrium regime is homogeneous in
space and stationary in time and is explicitly given by
Ru (y, τ) = ∑

σk2

1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk

e(−dk −iωk )τ e−iky .

(27)

t

Y(α, t) = ⟨Y⟩ = αy + ∫ ⟨wy (s)⟩ ds,

where ⟨wy (s)⟩ is the imaginary part of the complex-valued representation of the background mean in Eq. (B6). Assuming the velocity
field is in the statistically stationary regime, where w = −f0 /p0 , we
then find that the vertical tracer mean is
Y(α, t) = αy + wy t,

where wy = Im{−f0 /p0 } =

Next, we first discuss the structure of the Lagrangian velocity
for the shear model. We show that the aligned shear model permits explicit formulas for the mean Lagrangian velocity and velocity
fluctuations, which depend on the statistics of vertical tracer paths.
We use these results to derive the Lagrangian velocity correlation
function in Sec. VI E.
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d0 f0y + ω0 f0x
,
d02 + ω20
(33)

which grows linearly in time Y ∼ t. To compute the variance σY2 (t),
we first compute the equations for the deviations from its mean
̃ t) = Y − ⟨Y⟩ = ∫
Y(α,

VI. DERIVATION OF THE LAGRANGIAN VELOCITY
AND CORRELATION FUNCTION

(32)

0

0

t

̃y (s) ds + σy ∫
w

0

t

dWy (s),

(34)

̃y (t) = Im{w(t) − ⟨w(t)⟩}. Next,
where w
t

2
̃ 2 ⟩ = σw
σY2 (t) = ⟨Y
(t) + σy2 t = 2 ∫ (t − τ)Rwy (τ) dτ + σy2 t,
0

(35)

and since the diffusion matrix Σ0 has diagonal entries that are equivalent and equal to σ 0 and the noise is circularly symmetric, the correlation of wy (t) is equal to half the real part of the correlation of the
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D. Equations for the Lagrangian velocity fluctuations

complex process w(t) in Eq. (B9). Explicit integration shows
t

2
σw
(t) = 2 ∫ (t − τ)Rwy (τ) dτ
0

=

σ02
((−d02 + ω20 ) + e−d0 t ((d02 − ω20 ) cos(ω0 t)
+ ω20 )2

d0 (d02

σ2
− 2d0 ω0 sin(ω0 t))) + ( 2 0 2 )t.
(d0 + ω0 )

(36)

For the case with zero rotation in the background mean ω0 = 0, the
tracer dispersion simplifies to
σY2 (t) =

σ2
( 02
d0

+ σy2 )t +

σ02 −d0 t
(e
d03

− 1).

σY2 ∼ σy2 t +
σY2 ∼ (

2d0

t2

for small t,

σ02
+ σy2 )t
2
(d0 + ω20 )

(38)
for large t.

At long times, we have linear or diffusive growth of the tracer variance. We find that rotation reduces the diffusion rate at long times t
≫ d0 , but does not manifest at short times. We also note that when
the diffusion term is zero σ y = 0, the tracer grows at a ballistic rate at
short times t ≪ 1/d0 , but when the molecular diffusion is nonzero,
the variance grows linearly, as expected.
C. Equations for the mean Lagrangian velocity
Consider now the mean Lagrangian velocity. Taking the
ensemble mean of the Lagrangian velocity leads to the Lagrangian
mean velocity,
v Lx (α, t)

−ik
= wx + ∑
⟨ak (t)eikY(α,t) ⟩,
∣k∣
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

v Ly (α, t) = wy .

̃
̃x (t) + ∑ eik⟨Y(α,t)⟩
vxL (α, t) = w
1≤∣k∣≤Λ
̃

1 2

v L (α, t) = w(t) + u(Y(α, t), t)e1 ,

(42)

ik fk ik(αy +wy t)− 12 k2 σY2 (t)
v Lx (α, t) = wx + ∑
e
,
∣k∣
pk
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

(43)

v Ly (α, t)

(44)
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(47)

the correlation of the Lagrangian velocity has the form
RLv2 (α1 , α2 , t, t ′ ) = Rw (t, t ′ ) + RLu 2 (α1 , α2 , t, t ′ )e1 e∗1 ,

(48)

which is a sum of the contribution due to the mean [which is known,
see Eq. (B9)] and the unknown term from the shear. The Lagrangian
correlation RLu 2 is explicitly given by
∗

RLu 2 (α1 , α2 , t, t ′ ) = ⟨̃
u(Y(α1 , t), t)̃
u(Y(α2 , t ′ ), t ′ ) ⟩
t

= ⟨̃
u(αy1 + ∫

0

(49)

wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t), t)
t′

∗

wy (s) ds + σy Wy (t ′ ), t ′ ) ⟩. (50)

We can simplify the above expression using the formula for the
Lagrangian fluctuations in Sec. VI D, explicitly, or by application of
the total law of expectations, which we demonstrate here. According to the total law of expectations, we can first fix the random
term wy , take the expectation over the noise, and then take a second
expectation over wy to obtain RLu 2 . The first expectation relates the
Lagrangian correlation function to the Eulerian correlation function
given in Eq. (27),
RLu 2 (α1 , α2 , t, t ′ ) = ⟨Ru (Y(α1 , t), Y(α2 , t ′ ), t, t ′ )⟩

where σY2 (t) = Var(Y(α, t)). Substituting the equations for the
mean of the shear mode and the vertical particle mean and variance
from Sec. VI B, we find that the mean Lagrangian velocity is explicitly

= wy .

(46)

Next, we consider the Lagrangian correlation function RL2 . To
proceed, note we have already derived the correlation function of
the background velocity w and what remains is to determine the
Lagrangian correlation of the shear term u(y, t).
Considering the structure of the Lagrangian velocity

×̃
u(αy2 + ∫

⟨ak (t)eikY(α,t) ⟩ = ⟨ak (t)⟩eik⟨Y(α,t)⟩− 2 k Var(Y(α,t))
,

(45)

E. The Lagrangian correlation function along
the shearing direction

(39)

Since the drifter trajectory in the vertical direction Y is Gaussian,
and since ak is independent of Y,

= ak e

1 2

̃
̃y (t).
vyL (α, t) = w

(40)

ikY(α,t)− 12 k2 σY2 (t)

−ik
∣k∣

× (ak (t)eikY(α,t) − ak e− 2 k Var(Y(α,t)) ),

0

We now simplify the ensemble average that appears above. Recall
that the characteristic function of a random variable Y is defined as
ϕY (t) = ⟨eitY ⟩. Explicit computation for a Gaussian random variable
shows
2
1
ϕY (t) = ei⟨Y⟩t− 2 Var(Y)t .
(41)

Published under license by AIP Publishing

̃ L = v L −v L , using the results from the Lagrangian
Computing v
mean calculations, we find that the Lagrangian velocity fluctuations
are governed by

(37)

The long and short time behavior for the case with nonzero rotation
is given by
σ02

scitation.org/journal/phf

=⟨ ∑

σk2

=⟨ ∑

σk2

1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk

(51)

e−dk (t −t) e−iωk (t −t) e−ik(Y(α2 ,t )−Y(α1 ,t)) ⟩
′

′

′

(52)
1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk

× e−ik

( ∫t t

′

e−dk (t −t) e−iωk (t −t) e−ik(αy2 −αy1 )
′

′

′

wy (s) ds+∫t t σy dWy )

⟩.

(53)
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Next, let t ′ = t + τ and since the trajectory Y(α, t) only depends on
the initial condition in the y coordinate, we denote the difference
between α2 and α1 by y = αy2 − αy1 ; thus,
σk2 −dk τ −iωk τ −iky
e
e
e
1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk
( ∫t t+τ wy (s) ds+∫t t+τ σy dWy )

1 2 2

⟩.

(54)

We can now apply the result for the characteristic function of a
Gaussian random variable again and use the results for the mean
and variance of the vertical tracer trajectory to simplify the ensemble mean that appears in the equation above. We obtain that the
Lagrangian correlation function is
σk2 −dk τ −iωk τ −iky −ikwy τ − 12 k2 σY2 (τ)
e
e
e e
e
,
1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk

RLu 2 (y, τ) = ∑

(55)

where σY2 and wy are given explicitly in Sec. VI B. The Lagrangian
autocorrelation function is obtained by setting y = 0,
σk2 −dk τ −iωk τ −ikwy τ − 12 k2 σY2 (τ)
.
e
e
e
e
1≤∣k∣≤Λ 2dk

RLu (τ) = RLu 2 (0, τ) = ∑

(56)

VII. COMPARISON OF THE LAGRANGIAN
AND EULERIAN CORRELATION ALONG THE SHEAR
Before studying the dispersive properties of Lagrangian particles along the shear, we highlight and discuss the differences between
the Eulerian and Lagrangian correlation functions.
Consider the shear velocity model in Eq. (17) with a single
mode Λ = 1. Recall that the Eulerian correlation, from Eq. (27), at
a fixed location in space, is given by
σ2
Ru (τ) ≡ Ru (0, τ) = k e−dk τ cos(ωk τ),
dk

(57)

and the Lagrangian correlation, following a single particle in space,
from Eq. (55) with y = 0, and assuming a deterministic mean σY2 (t)
= σy2 t, is given by
RLu (τ) = RLu 2 (0, τ) =

The absolute difference between the Eulerian and Lagrangian correlation functions for a nondispersive mode, for which ωk = 0, is given
by
∣Ru (τ) − RLu (τ)∣ = Ru (τ) × (1 − e− 2 k σy τ cos(kωy τ)).

RLu 2 (y, t, t + τ) = ∑

× ⟨e−ik

scitation.org/journal/phf

σk2 −(dk + 12 k2 σy2 )τ
e
cos((ωk + kωy )τ).
dk

(58)

(59)

A comparison is shown in Fig. 1. Observe the effects of the background mean cross-sweep wy magnitude on the Lagrangian velocity
autocorrelation function, which results in faster decaying correlations that oscillate more rapidly compared to the Eulerian correlation function. The magnitude of the vertical mean impacts the
oscillation rate, and the magnitude of the molecular diffusion σ y
affects how rapidly the correlations decay. Flows with a dominant
vertical mean have rapidly oscillating Lagrangian correlations. In
addition, flows with a highly energetic random mean and large
molecular diffusivity have short correlations with rapid decay. For
flows with a deterministic cross-sweep, the correlations are closest
at every 2π/kwy period in a single mode system. These factors result
in large differences between the Eulerian and Lagrangian correlation
functions, and in summary:
● Flows with a strong vertical mean results in correlations with
rapid oscillations.
● Flows with strongly energetic cross-sweeps and large molecular diffusivity have short range correlations that rapidly
decay.
In Sec. VIII, we discuss the physical interpretation that causes the
difference between the Lagrangian and Eulerian statistics, which
stem from an interplay between the mean sweeps and the shear
flow.
VIII. LAGRANGIAN STATISTICS AND MIXING
BEHAVIOR ALONG THE SHEARING DIRECTION
Here, we derive equations that predict the mixing behavior
(tracer particle dispersion) along the shearing direction σX2 (t) in various limits and flow regimes. We study both the short time asymptotic dispersion rate as t → 0 and the long time asymptotic dispersion rate for t → ∞. We later link these predictions with numerical
simulations, comparing regimes where various terms dominate, in
Sec. IX, referring back to the discussion here.

FIG. 1. Comparison of the Eulerian (solid blue) and
Lagrangian correlation function as the model mean and
molecular diffusion are varied. In (a), we demonstrate the
effect on the correlation as the molecular diffusivity σ y is
varied. In (b), we demonstrate the effects on the correlation
as the cross-sweep mean magnitude wy is varied. Here, τ c
= 1/ν, where ν is the model viscosity (see Sec. IX). (a) Correlation function for fixed wy = 0.1 and varying molecular
diffusivity σ y . (b) Correlation function for fixed σ y = 0.2 and
varying cross-sweep mean magnitude wy .
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We first discuss models with a purely deterministic mean,
where an explicit formula can be derived for the tracer’s meansquare displacement. This is developed for a single shear mode in
Sec. VIII A and the general case in Sec. VIII B; we then discuss and
interpret the results in Sec. VIII B 1. For shear flows with a general
random background mean, we derive the dispersion characteristics
in the short and long time limits in Sec. VIII C, where we also discuss
the new physics that arises in this more general case.
A. A single shear mode with a constant
background mean

RLu (τ) =

σk2

2Re{e−dk τ e−iωk τ e−ikwy τ e− 2 k σy τ }.
1 2 2

2dk

and

ω̃k = ωk + kwy ,

σk2
Re{e(−d̃k −iω̃k )τ }.
dk

0

+ ω̃2k )

t+

2σk2
dk (d̃2k + ω̃2k )2

((−d̃2k + ω̃2k )

+ e−d̃k t ((d̃2k − ω̃2k ) cos(ω̃k t) − 2d̃k ω̃k sin(ω̃k t))). (63)
The last contribution to the variance involves diffusion from the
Brownian noise term,
σX2 (t)

=

σu2 (t) + σx2 t,

(64)

and thus, the total behavior of the tracer dispersion along the shear
is governed by
σu2 ∼ σx2 t +

⎛ 2σk2
⎞
σk2 2
t for small t and σu2 ∼
+ σx2 t for large t.
dk
⎝ d̃2k + ω̃2k
⎠
(65)

B. General shear flows with a constant
background mean
For multiple shear modes, the result is identical to the single shear mode case, except the contribution due to all the various
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where the total variance of X trajectories is again given by σX2 (t)
= σu2 (t) + σx2 t. The tracer variance has the following short and long
time behavior:
σk2 2
t
1≤k≤Λ dk

σX2 ∼

for small t,

⎛
⎞
2σk2
+ σx2 t
∑ 2
⎝1≤k≤Λ d̃k + ω̃2k
⎠

(67)
for large t.

1. Mixing behavior in various limits

(62)

t

2σk2

+ e−d̃k t ((d̃2k − ω̃2k ) cos(ω̃k t) − 2d̃k ω̃k sin(ω̃k t))), (66)

(61)

σu2 (t) = 2 ∫ (t − τ)RLu (τ) dτ
(d̃2k

((−d̃2k + ω̃2k ) + dk (d̃2k + ω̃2k )t

● At small times, if the tracer particles are driven by molecular
diffusion σ x , diffusion dominates over the ballistic growth
rate due to the shear. When there is zero molecular diffusion
σ x = 0, the tracer variance grows at a ballistic rate.
● Assuming zero molecular diffusion and a shear with a power
law spectrum Ek = E∣k∣−α , we then find that the short time
behavior is given by

The Lagrangian particle variance for the shear term is obtained by
integration,

=

2
2 2
1≤k≤Λ dk (d̃k + ω̃k )

We make the following observations regarding the tracer variance behavior:

respectively, and then
RLu (τ) =

2σk2

σu2 (t) = ∑

(60)

We define an effective damping and dispersion by
1
d̃k = dk + k2 σy2
2

modes is summed. The total variance from the shearing flow is
therefore

σX2 ∼ σx2 t + ∑

The simplest setting involves a single shear mode and a deterministic sweep. In this setting, the vertical tracer variance is simply
σY2 (t) = σy2 t [Eq. (37) with σ 0 = 0] and the reduced equation for the
autocorrelation function for the tracer along the shearing direction
simplifies to

scitation.org/journal/phf

⎛
⎞
σX2 ∼ 2E ∑ ∣k∣−α t 2 ,
⎝ 1≤k≤Λ
⎠

(68)

and hence, the diffusion is determined entirely by the spectral slope from the shearing component when σ x = 0.
● At long times, the behavior of the tracer along the shearing
direction is diffusive. To understand the effects of each term,
consider the effective damping and dispersion,
1
d̃k = dk + σy2 k2 and ω̃k = ωk + kwy .
(69)
2
For simplicity, considering a scenario with nondispersive
modes ωk = 0 and viscous damping dk = μk2 , we then find
that the dispersion due to the shear is
σX2 ∼

⎛
⎞
4μE∣k∣−α
+ σx2 t.
∑
⎠
⎝1≤k≤Λ (μ + 12 σy2 )2 k2 + ω2y

(70)

Observe that the cross sweeps lead to reduced dispersion
rates, which we expect since the cross-sweeps push particles across streamlines and thus impede them from dispersing along the shearing direction. We also see how
molecular diffusion along the vertical direction enhances
viscosity through a similar mechanism as described for the
cross-sweeps, but which is scale dependent.
For large wavenumbers, the effective contribution to
the dispersion is minimal since
4μE∣k∣−α
4μE
∣k∣−α−2 ,
∼
(μ + 12 σy2 )2 k2 + ω2y (μ + 12 σy2 )2

for large k.
(71)
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Consider the scenario where the viscosity is large relative
to the cross sweep magnitude and molecular diffusivity, we
then find that shear variance is given by
σu2 ∼

⎛
4E −α−2 ⎞
∣k∣
t,
∑
⎠
⎝1≤k≤Λ μ

for large μ,

(72)

which is a regime where the tracer’s vertical motion Y(t) has
minimal contribution to the Lagrangian velocity.
● An elementary observation is that the effective reduction on
the dispersion rate due to cross-sweeps is mitigated if the
shear is dispersive, i.e., ωk ≠ 0. In the extreme scenario, it
can be suppressed by a shear flow with advection with speed
c = wy and ωk = −ck. When the cross-sweeps are zero, the
particle dispersion rate is only reduced due to contributions
from molecular diffusivity σ y in the vertical direction.
C. Shear flows with a general random background
mean: Short and long time behavior
Now, consider the most general case involving random crosssweeps with a deterministic mean. First consider a single shear mode
for which the Lagrangian autocorrelation is given by
RLu (τ) =

1 2 2
σk2
2Re{e−dk τ e−iωk τ e−ikwy τ e− 2 k σY (τ) },
2dk

(73)

where the variance of the vertical tracer dispersion has already been
computed to be
2
σY2 (t) = σw
(t) + σy2 t,

(74)

2
where σw
is given in Eq. (36). Integrating, the resulting autocorrelation function is unwieldy for the full particle dispersion along the
shear σu2 (it involves exponentials of exponential and trigonometric functions). We instead study the behavior of the tracer’s meansquare displacement at short and long times. To proceed, recall the
behavior of the vertical tracer variance in these limits, from Eq. (38),

σY2 ∼ σy2 t +
σY2

σ02 2
t
2d0

for small t,

σ2
∼ ( 2 0 2 + σy2 )t
(d0 + ω0 )

(75)
for large t.

1. Short time behavior
At short times, the diffusion rate, for zero molecular diffusion,
is again dominated by Brownian noise at a linear rate determined by
σ x . The effective damping and dispersion in the short time limit are
given by
1
d̃k = dk + σy2 k2 and ω̃k = ωk + wy k.
(76)
2
At these time scales, the effects of the random cross-sweeps do not
manifest. The autocorrelation function of a single shear mode is thus
σ
σk2
− 1 0 τ2
Re{e(−d̃k −iω̃k )τ e 2 2d0 },
dk
2

RLu (τ) =
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and an expansion at small times shows that the dispersion due to the
shear is identical to the deterministic cross sweep scenario; hence,
the variance at short times has the scaling
σX2 ∼ σx2 t +

⎞
⎛
σ02
+ 2E ∑ ∣k∣−α t 2
2
⎠
⎝ (d0 + ω20 )
1≤k≤Λ

for small t.

(78)

2. Long time behavior
In the large time limit, we find that the effective damping and
dispersion are
1
σ02
d̃k = dk + σy2 k2 +
k2
2
2
2(d0 + ω20 )

and ω̃k = ωk + wy k.

(79)

The additional term above in the effective damping equation, due
randomness in the mean, acts identical to viscous damping. For the
total tracer variance, we must also include the additional contribution to the total tracer particle variance along the shear from the
2
random mean term, which is represented by σw
and is equivalent
to its contribution to the vertical tracer variance, given in Eq. (36),
2
σX2 (t) = σw
(t) + σu2 (t) + σx2 t.

(80)

For the shear term above, the result from Sec. VIII B applies, except
using the appropriate effective damping and dispersion relations
defined in Eq. (79). We thus find that the total variance scales like
σX2 ∼

⎛
⎞
2σk2
σ02
+
+ σx2 t
∑
2
2
2
2
⎝ (d0 + ω0 ) 1≤k≤Λ d̃k + ω̃k
⎠

for large t.

(81)

The same observations and intuition holds here as for the case with
deterministic cross-sweeps at long times (see Sec. VIII B 1), except
we now have enhanced damping due to the random component of
the mean appearing in the effective damping relation.
If we again consider a fluid model with viscous damping dk
= μk2 and zero dispersion, we find that variance due to the shear
at long times scales like
⎞
⎛
4μE∣k∣−α
⎟t.
σu2 ∼ ⎜
∑
⎟
⎜
σ02
1 2
2
2
2
1≤k≤Λ
(μ + 2 σy + 2(d2 +ω2 ) ) k + ωy ⎠
⎝
0
0

(82)

Note the effect of the random component of the mean enter the
shear dispersion rate at long times. We make the following important observation regarding the background mean and its interaction
with the shear:
● Random background fluctuations reduce dispersive mixing
along the shear direction. A highly energetic background
impedes particles from dispersion along the shear; the random fluctuations inhibit tracer particles from advection by
the shear.
● Large rotation ω0 enhances dispersion along the shear. Physically, strong rotation forces particles to rotate counterclockwise pushing them across streamlines as they are randomly
swept along by the shear, which counteracts the noise in
the mean preventing the particles from dispersing; the combined effect of this interplay leads to enhanced dispersion.
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● A random mean with small time correlations, i.e., large
damping d0 ≫ 0, acts on particles on very short time scales,
which minimizes the impact of the random mean term, thus
enhancing the mixing rate. Conversely, a mean with long
time correlations, i.e., small damping d0 ≪ 0, blocks the
shear and reduces the dispersion rate.
IX. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MODEL REGIMES
AND TRACER DISPERSION STATISTICS
Here, we include numerical simulation in different model
regimes and compare tracer dispersion statistics with theoretical
predictions. We study important physical features that arise when
certain model parameters dominate and connect them with the
discussion in Sec. VIII.
Consider the aligned shear model described in Sec. IV,
v(x, t) = w(t) + u(y, t)ex ,

(83)

where the spatial mean is given by
√
dw = ((−d0 + iω0 )w + f0 ) dt +

2σ0 dW0

(84)

and the shear by
u(y, t) = ∑ ak (t)
1≤∣k∣≤Λ

−ik iky
e ,
∣k∣

ak = a∗−k ,

dak = ((−dk + iωk )ak + fk ) dt + σk dWk .

scitation.org/journal/phf

The time scale of the flow is defined by τ c = 1/μ, and the damping
model is given by dk = μk2 . We assume that molecular diffusivity
is equivalent in both directions, i.e., σ X = σ x = σ y . The forcing is
specified as f 0 = f 0x + if 0y , with f 0x = 0. We consider a model with
maximum wavenumber Λ = 10 and a spectrum with Ek = E∣k∣−α ,
where E = 1.0. Examples are included where we vary the energy of
the fluctuations of the background mean defined by E0 = σ02 /2d0 .
We define the long time tracer dispersion or mixing rate along the
shear parallel direction by D = σX2 (t)/2t for t → ∞, which is simply one-half the time derivative of the tracer particle’s mean-square
displacement.
A. Numerical simulations in various test regimes
In Figs. 2–12, for demonstration, 10 tracer trajectories are plotted over a simulation length of 40 τ c units. Statistics are carried out
over a simulation of length t = 600 τ c and 250 particle drifter ensembles are used. The simulation domain is a 2π periodic box; however, we “unwrap” the tracer trajectories over the periodic domain
to demonstrate their spatial extent. In the tracer variance plots, in
Figs. 2–12, the dashed red line corresponds to the prediction in
Eq. (78) and the solid red line to the prediction in Eq. (81). Note
the close agreement with the predicted dispersion rates and those
obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.

(85)

1. Tracer particle diffusion magnitude

(86)

We compare cases in Figs. 2 and 3 for varying tracer diffusion
values σ X in regimes with a small constant mean sweep. Observe how

FIG. 2. Example where the tracer particle diffusivity is σ X
= 0.05. Tracer particle trajectories are plotted in the left pane
and the tracer variance σX2 (t) in the right pane.

FIG. 3. Example where the tracer particle diffusivity is σ X
= 0.8. Tracer particle trajectories are plotted in the left pane
and the tracer variance σX2 (t) in the right pane.
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FIG. 4. Shear mode k has forcing specified by f k ; in this example, f 1 = 1.0, f 2 = 2.0, and f 3 = 2.0. Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots the tracer particle
trajectories, and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).

larger values of the diffusion constant σ X constrain the tracer trajectories from freely mixing and thus reduce the dispersion rate [see
also Eq. (70)]. The long-time asymptotic mixing rate for the example
with smaller molecular diffusion σ X = 0.05 is D = 23.5, whereas for
the example with large diffusion σ X = 0.8, the mixing rate is D = 2.7.
2. Model forcing
We demonstrate an example in Fig. 4 with a nonuniform spatial mean, by forcing the three most energetic shear modes, for a
regime with a small constant mean sweep and small tracer particle diffusion. The model forcing generates a coherent jetlike flow.
Forcing does not impact the dispersion rate compared to unforced

models. The main observation is the large preconstant at short times,
which is due to the jet and the uniform distribution of the particles
at t = 0.
3. Spectral slope
In the examples in Figs. 5 and 6, we compare varying the spectral slope (shear energy) of the model for regimes with a small
constant mean sweep, small tracer particle diffusion, and no background mean rotation term. A more energetic spectrum leads to
more violent velocity fields and the tracer trajectories are thus more
energetic with larger mixing rates compared to cases with steeper
spectra, where the energy of the smallest scales is comparatively

FIG. 5. Example where the shear satisfies the power law spectrum with E k ∝ |k|−3 . Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots the tracer particle trajectories,
and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).

FIG. 6. Example where the shear satisfies the power law spectrum with E k ∝ |k|−1 . Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots the tracer particle trajectories,
and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).
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FIG. 7. Example where the cross-sweep magnitude is wy
= 0.1. Tracer particle trajectories are plotted in the left pane
and the tracer variance σX2 (t) in the right pane.

FIG. 8. Example where the cross-sweep magnitude is wy
= 2. Tracer particle trajectories are plotted in the left pane
and the tracer variance σX2 (t) in the right pane.

weaker. However, the differences between these two examples are
not as pronounced since the dependence on the mixing rate for large
wavenumbers is reduced at long times [see Eq. (71)]. The short time
behavior is more greatly impacted by the spectral slope [see Eq. (68)],
especially for small magnitudes of molecular diffusivity.

particular, note the scale of the vertical and horizontal axes. The
strong vertical mean example with wy = 2 results in particles looping
around a periodic box 20 times more than when wy = 0.1. In addition, particles under the strong mean example are trapped and have
a restricted horizontal extent, which results in reduced dispersion
rates along the shear.

4. Constant background mean magnitude
For the examples in Figs. 7 and 8, the constant mean sweep
strength is varied for regimes with small particle diffusion magnitudes. We see how a strong mean impedes dispersion since
the effects of the shear on tracer particles is greatly reduced. In

5. Random background mean
We now include examples of velocity models with a random
background mean, which introduces new physical features. Compare Figs. 9 and 10, where we see that a highly energetic mean E0

FIG. 9. Example where the background mean has parameters E 0 = 0.1, d 0 = 1, and ω0 = 0. Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots tracer particle trajectories,
and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).
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FIG. 10. Example where the background mean has parameters E 0 = 1, d 0 = 1, and ω0 = 0. Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots tracer particle trajectories,
and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).

results in prominent vertical striations in the Eulerian velocity field.
As discussed in Sec. VIII C, an energetic background impedes tracers from advection along the shear and reduces the overall mixing
rate, as observed in these test examples.
In Figs. 9 and 11, we fix the background energy level E0 and
show the effects of varying the time scale of the background fluctuations by changing the mean damping d0 . Observe how large damping values (short time correlations) results in increased mixing rates,
since then the mean fluctuations act on very short time scales, which
effectively diminishes the effects that a highly energetic mean has on

reducing dispersion rates. Conversely, observe how small damping
(long time correlations) acts to suppress mixing.
Figure 12 demonstrates an example with strong rotation ω0 .
Observe that an oscillating background mean results in greater mixing compared to the conditions with zero rotation in the example in
Fig. 9, even though in both cases the mean has equivalent energy. As
mentioned in Sec. VIII C, rotation results in particles meandering
along the shear and the resulting behavior counteracts the noise in
the mean, which tries to prevent the particles from dispersing along
the shear direction.

FIG. 11. Example where the background mean has parameters E 0 = 0.1, d 0 = 10, and ω0 = 0. Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots tracer particle
trajectories, and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).

FIG. 12. Example where the background mean has parameters E 0 = 0.1, d 0 = 1, and ω0 = 10. Left pane plots the shear term u(y, t), middle pane plots tracer particle
trajectories, and the right pane plots the tracer variance σX2 (t).
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X. CONCLUSIONS
Here, we studied passively advected Lagrangian particles in a
stochastic turbulent shear model, consisting of a randomly fluctuating spatial mean superimposed with a random shear component.
The proposed model is rich enough to highlight important differences in the Eulerian vs Lagrangian perspective that arise in more
general flows. At the same time, the model is simple enough to
admit exactly solvable statistics and thus serves as an important
test problem for Lagrangian data assimilation and parameter estimation algorithms. An important element of the turbulent shear
model is that it included a nondeterministic mean and a nontrivial
shear term that interact to determine the tracer transport rates. We
demonstrated how the cross-sweep component of the mean interacts with the shear components in terms of tracer dispersion rates.
We directly solved for both the Eulerian and Lagrangian velocity
statistics for such simplified velocity models. We also derived theoretical predictions for the mean-square particle displacements in
the long and short time asymptotic limits. Then, we compared and
highlighted the differences between the Eulerian and Lagrangian
perspective for this special model. We discussed how each model
parameter effects Lagrangian particle advection and demonstrated
accuracy of our derived formulas for the mixing rate with numerical
comparisons. The numerical model regime studies complemented
the physical description of each model term and demonstrated particle behavior and their extent in space and time. Future work utilizes
the proposed model for combined filtering and parameter estimation of the turbulent Eulerian velocity spectrum, which is a broadly
important problem in atmospheric and ocean science and in engineering. It would be beneficial to study inertial effects for the models
considered in this work using simplified frameworks that account
for the finite mass of real particles.42,43
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● Eulerian velocity by v(x, t) and Lagrangian velocity by
v L (x, t).
● The notation Rv (x, t) is used to denote the Eulerian correlation function of a stationary field v(x, t).
● Lagrangian pair correlation function RLv2 (x, t) of a stationary
field v(x, t).
● Lagrangian autocorrelation function RLv (t) ≡ RLv2 (0, t) of a
stationary field v(x, t).
APPENDIX B: SOLUTION AND STATISTICAL
PROPERTIES OF THE VELOCITY MODEL
The following results are standard and can also be found in
Refs. 44 and 45.
1. Statistics of the spatially uniform
background mean
The analytical solution of the background velocity field,
dw(t) = ((−Γ0 + Ω0 )w(t) + f 0 ) dt + Σ0 dW0 (t),

● Vectors in bold italic notation, such as X, x
● Matrices in upright, uppercase nonbold notation, e.g., Ω, Λ,
Σ.
● Components of a vector by a = (a1 , a2 , a3 ).
● Standard basis function in Euclidean space ex , ey , ez .
● Complex conjugate of a complex valued variable a by a∗ .
● Hermitian transpose of matrix A by A∗ or vector a by a∗ .
● Correlation function of a stochastic process x(t) by Rx (t 1 , t 2 )
or for a stationary process Rx (τ).
● Statistical (ensemble) mean of a stochastic process by ⟨⋅⟩,
e.g., for a variable x, we write x ≡ ⟨x⟩.
● Fluctuations of a stochastic process x about its statistical
mean by x̃ = x − x.
● Velocity field v = (v x , v y ).
● Spatial mean of a velocity field v(x, t) by w(t).
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(B1)

may be solved by an integrating factor. With initial condition w(0)
= w0 = (w0x , w0y ), define A = −Γ0 + Ω0 , and then
t

w(t) = eAt w0 + ∫

0

t

eA(t−s) f 0 (s) ds + ∫

0

eA(t−s) Σ0 dW 0 (s). (B2)

A simpler way to proceed is by adopting the complex variable
approach. The dissipation matrix Γ0 , the skew symmetric rotation
matrix Σ0 , and the diffusion matrix Σ0 are explicitly
d 0
),
Γ0 = ( 0
0 d0

0 −ω0
Ω0 = (
),
ω0 0

σ 0
).
Σ0 = ( 0
0 σ0

(B3)

These 2 × 2 matrices can be represented by complex numbers.
Hence, we can represent the velocity w = (wx , wy ) as a complex
variable w = wx + iwy , satisfying
√
(B4)
dw(t) = ((−d0 + iω0 )w(t) + f0 ) dt + 2σ0 dW0 (t),
where f 0 = f 0x + if 0y , with f 0 = (f 0x , f 0y ). Define p0 = −d0 + iω0 , and
the solution of this complex Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is given by

APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION
We define the nomenclature used through the work as
follows:

scitation.org/journal/phf

w(t) = e p0 t w0 −

t
√
f0
(1 − e pt ) + 2σ0 ∫ e p0 (t−s) dW(s),
p0
0

(B5)

where w0 = w0x + iw0y . Assuming a constant initial condition, the
mean and variance of this process are
w(t) = e p0 t w0 −

f0
f0
f0
(1 − e p0 t ) = − + e p0 t (w0 + ),
p0
p0
p0

Var(w(t)) =

σ02
(1 − e−2d0 t ),
d0
f

(B6)
(B7)

σ2

and hence asymptotically w(t) ∼ N(− p00 , d00 ) or always if w0 ∼
f

σ2

N(− p00 , d00 ). Furthermore, the temporal autocorrelation function can
also be shown to be
Rw (t, t ′ ) = ⟨(w(t) − w(t))(w(t ′ ) − w(t ′ ))∗ ⟩
=

σ02 d0 (t−t′ )−iw0 (t′ −t)
e
(1 − e−2d0 t )
d0

(B8)
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and in the asymptotic regime by
Rw (τ) =

σ02 (−d0 −iw0 )τ
d0

e

.

(B9)

2. Statistics of the modal coefficients of the shear
term
Each Fourier mode also satisfies a complex OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, and repeating the calculations from Appendix
B 1 shows that the solution of
dak (t) = (pk ak (t) + fk ) dt + σk dWk (t),

(B10)

where pk = −dk + iωk , with initial conditions ak (0) = ak0 , is given by
ak = epk t ak0 −

t
fk
(1 − e pk t ) + σk ∫ e pk (t−s) dW(s),
pk
0

(B11)

with mean and variance, respectively,
ak (t) = epk t ak0 −

fk
fk
fk
(1 − e pk t ) = − + e pk t (ak0 + )
pk
pk
pk

Var(ak (t)) =

σk2
(1 − e−2dk t ),
2dk
f

(B12)
(B13)

σ2

and hence asymptotically ak ∼ N(− pkk , 2dkk ) or always if ak0 ∼
f

σ2

N(− pkk , 2dkk ). The autocorrelation function in the asymptotic regime
can be shown to be given by
Rak (τ) =

σk2 (−dk −iωk )τ
e
.
2dk

(B14)
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